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We obtain, under certain assumptions, necessary and sufficient conditions for a recursive 
structure to be A°-categorical. This is done using the author's a'-systems toconstruct suitable 
0 A,~+t functions. We show how these results may be applied, for example, to superatomic 
Boolean algebras. 
Introduction 
We say that a recursive structure 92 is A°-categorical, for cr < ~o cK, if for every 
recursive structure ~ ~ 92 there exists an isomorphism from ~ to 92 which is A ° in 
Kleene's hierarchy. 
A fairly obvious reason for 92 to be/t°-categorical is that it possesses what we 
shall call a 2 "0 'Scott family', that is, a 2"0 family of recursive infinitary formulae 
each of the form 2"~ which, for some finite set of parameters, determine the orbits 
of finite sequences from 92 under automorphisms. One can, unfortunately, 
construct recursive structures which are A°-categorical without possessing a 2-~o~ 
Scott family. This is done in [6] for the case when tr = 1. 
In many everyday cases, however, the fact that a structure is too complicated to 
permit a 2 "0 Scott family is sufficient evidence that it is not /t°-categorical. We 
show here that, under certain additional assumptions on a recursive structure, it 
is A°-categorical/f and only if it has a 2"o Scott family. 
To construct a recursive copy of a recursive structure while avoiding all /to 
isomorphisms, we use a suitable 'tr-system'. The properties of these were 
established in [2] for studying the related topic of A°-stability. 
We begin by listing in Section 1 our definitions and conventions, and the 
necessary results which are either easily established or are essentially as in [1] or 
[2], including the definitions and properties of tr-systems. In Section 2 we 
establish our main result, Theorem 2, characterizing, under certain conditions, 
the A°-categorical recursive structures. We consider in Section 3 two similar 
notions, that of A°-categoricity when a~ is a limit ordinal and that of Hyp- 
categoricity. We obtain results for these notions similar to those of Section 2. 
In Section 4 we show that our results can be applied to certain examples, most 
notably to 'superatomic' Boolean algebras. We conclude in Section 5 by outlining 
some of the remaining questions in this area. 
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1. Preliminaries 
Recursion theory 
The standard notions of recursion theory are as in [8]. 
1.1. Kleene's system ~ of notations for the ordinals below to cK, the partial 
ordering <o on ~? and the classes 2"o, / lo and A ° for c~ < to cK are as in [8]. The 
ordinal represented by a e ~? is denoted by [a[. 
1.2. The partial functions which are partial recursive in A ° relations (or 
equivalently which have 2"0,, graphs) wiU be called 2 "0 partial functions. A A ° 
function is then a 2~°`  `partial function which is total. 
1.3. For each a e ~ with [a[ = a~, there is an enumeration ~e ~of the ~a partial 
functions for which ~a(x) is a 2"0`  `partial function of the two variables e and x. 
Thus, the set {(e, m, k)" ~b~(m)= k) can be enumerated by a total A ° function. 
In the case where c~ is a limit ordinal and ao <o al <o" -<oa is any recursive 
sequence with sup~ lanl=lal, this enumeration can be modified to give a 
sequence (e~, m~, k~) and a recursive function g such that 
~) (0 )  = 2en3mn5 k~. 
Notation 
1.4. We use the notation x to denote the configuration Xl, x2, . . . , X n and also, 
depending on the context, the sequence (x~,x2 , . . . , xn)  or the set 
{x~, x2, • • •, xn}. In each case, n is either arbitrary or indicated by the context. 
We also make the convention that if f is a partial function and x denotes 
Xl,. • •, x~, then f is defined on x iff each f(xi) is defined, in which case [(x) 
denotes f(xl), f (x2) , . . . ,  f(x~) in this order. 
Back-and-forth relations 
1.5. For any structure 92 we define, for each ordinal a~/> 1, binary relations 
<~`  `between finite sequences from 92 of the same length. Most simply, these are 
defined by transfinite induction as follows, but an equivalent definition is 
mentioned in 1.8 below. 
a ~<1 b if for every finitary open formula ~ and every d such that 92 ~ ~[b, d] 
there exists c for which 92 ~ tp[a, c]. 
a ~<a+l b if for every d there exists c such that a, c~>a b, d. 
a ~<~ b, where 6 is a limit ordinal, if a ~<a b for every fl < 6. 
Infinitary formulae 
1.6. The terminology for structures and languages is as in [4] and for infmitary 
languages as in [7]. 
The Z`` formulae of L~,I~, are defined, by transfinite induction, to be those 
obtained by applying finitely many existential quantifiers to H e formulae for 
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f l<  tr and then taking infinite disjunctions. The /-/~ formulae are defined 
analogously. The 2"0 and the /I0 formulae are the finitary quantifier-free 
formulae. 
1.7. The recursive v~ formulae and the recursive H~ formulae are those in which 
the conjunctions and disjunctions involve only r.e. sets of formulae, using a 
system of GSdel numbering. So these formulae and their G6del numbers must be 
defined simultaneously, using Kleene's ~ and the recursion theorem, as in [2]. 
1.8. It is easily shown that, for each re, a <~ b iff for every H,~ formula tp, if 
92 ~ tp[a] then 92 ~ tp[b]. Under certain circumstances, described in 1.11 below, we 
need only consider ecursive H~ formulae in the characterisation. 
1.9. For a suitably recursive language, we define a recursive structure to be one 
whose domain is a recursive set and whose relations and operations are uniformly 
recursive. 
1.10. Clearly, in each recursive structure, a recursive 27~ formula defines a Z "° 
relation. A _to index for this relation can be computed from a G/Sdel number for 
the formula. 
1.11. The following is proved as Lemma 1 of [1] for the case where ~ is finite and 
where the ~<~ are recursive. Only slight modifications are needed. 
Lemma 1. Let 92 be a recursive structure whose existential diagram is recursive 
and for which the relations <<-a for fl < ~ are uniformly r.e. Then, uniformly in 
fl < o: and a ~ 92, we can find a G6del number for a recursive H a formula dp~ such 
that a<~i~ b if and only if 92~ dp~[b]. 
Note. By the phrase 'uniformly in fl < a~' we mean, of course, uniformly in 
notations b <0 a for fl, where a e ¢? is some notation for a~. When the phrase 
appears more than once, we assume that the same notation for tr is used. 
m-systems 
More detailed definitions are given in [2]. 
1.12. Constructions are expressed in terms of finding an r.e. point of a metric 
space X w.r.t, a suitably recursive numbering of a family B(X) of non-empty 
basic open sets. In all our present examples, we need consider only the case 
where X = 2 N and the members of B(X) are the sets of functions extending a
finite partial function from ~ to 2. We number B(X) using canonical indices for 
finite functions and we define a point x of X to be r.e. if {o e B(X) :x e o} is r.e. 
In this situation, this set will then also be recursive, since each o e B(X)  is clopen 
and the relation o O r = 0 on B(X) is recursive. 
1.13. We define a recursive labelling system on X to be a quintuple i f=  
(T, L, S, N, F) for which T is an r.e. tree, L is an r.e. set, S is an r.e. subset of 
T x L, N is an r.e. subset of T x L x T x L and F is a function from L to the 
power set of X for which the relation F(I) n o =/= O, on L x B(X), is r.e. 
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We use a special convention for the levels of the tree T, namely that the 
successors of the root have level 0 and their successors have level 1, etc. 
1.14. A path instruction for 9- is  a partial function p from T x L to T such that 
for each u e T and l • L, if S(u, l) then p(u, l) is defined and is a successor of u. 
By a Zo path instruction we mean one which is a X°~ partial function. 
A correct labelling of a path instruction p is a path u0, U l , . . .  in T, beginning 
with a node Uo of level 0 in T, together with a sequence 10, l l , . . ,  from L such 
that for each n, S(u,, l,), p(u,,  1,) = u,+l and N(u,, l,, u,+i, ln+l). Such a 
labelling is said to be A ° if the functions n ~ u, and n ~ I, are A °. 
An adherent point of such a correct labelling is a point x of X such that for each 
o • B(X) with x • o, there exists N such that for all n > N, F(I,) f3 o 4= fk. (In our 
applications we shall have F(lo) ~_ F( l l )  _D. • . ,  so that x • X is an adherent point 
iff x e A, ,  F(I,,).) 
1.15. The notion of an tr-system embodies a recursive labelling system and a 
family of relations with properties sufficient to ensure that for every A ° path 
instruction there is a correct labelling having an r.e. adherent point. Let tr be a 
successor ordinal with tr = fl + 1. We define an or-system to be a system (T, L, S, 
N, F, <lr)r<~ for which (T, L, S, N, F)  is a recursive labelling system, the <3~, 
for 1 ~< y < tr are binary relations on L which are r.e. uniformly in 1, and for 
which the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) For each node u of level 0 in T, there exists l • L with S(u, l) and F(l) 4= ~. 
(2) S(u, 1) & N(u, l, v, m) ::> S(v, m). 
(3) Each <3e is reflexive and transitive. 
(4) For tr > 1, N(u, l, v, m) ~ l <3t3 m. 
(5) l <~ ]t' < ]t < o~ & l <]~ m ::~ l <3e, m. 
(6) l <31 m ::), F(I) D F(m). 
(7) If S(u, l), a • B(X), v is a successor of u, 
a~ > ]tk >"  • • > ]tl > ]t0 ~> 1, l =//, <3:, k• - - <3~, 2 ll <3~, I l0 
and F(lo) f3 o 4= ~, then there exists m • L for which N(u, l, v, m), F(m) f3 a 4= 
and lg <~,, m for i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  k. 
In the case where tr = 1 or 2, condition (7) is to be read as: 
(7') If S(u, 1), tr • B(X),  v is a successor of u and F(l) f3 o ~ O, then there 
exists m • L for which N(u, l, v, m) and F(m) f3 tr 4= O. 
1.16. In Proposition 1 of [2] we have established the following theorem. (In [2] 
we defined a path instruction to be a total function but the same proof applies for 
the present definition.) 
Theorem S. Let ol be a successor ordinal. Then for any ~,  path instruction in an 
re-system there is a correct zl ° labelling having an r.e. adherent point. 
1.17. In the case where t~ is a limit ordinal the definition of an a~-system involves 
not only a notation a • ~ for a~ but also a recursive sequence a0 <0 al <0" " "<0 a 
for which a~, = ]a, I is a successor ordinal and sup, a~, = tr. 
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We then define an m-system w.r.t, the sequence (ten) or (oln}-system as in 1.15 
except hat the <ly must be r.e. uniformly in ), < tr using the same notation a for 
t~ and that conditions (4) and (7) of 1.15 are replaced by: 
(4) If u has level n, a~n = fl~ + 1 and fl~ > 0, then N(u, l, v, m) :ff l <3~n m. 
(~ If S(u, l), tr • B(X) ,  F(I) N tr =/: t~, v is a successor of u, u has level n, 
Oln > OCk >"  " ° > ~1 > ~0 ~ 1, l = l k <:]~,~ • • • <:]~'2 I1 <:]~'1 to 
and F(lo) A o :/: fJ, then there exists m for which N(u, l, v, m), F(m) N tr ~ t~ and 
li <lr, m for i =O, 1 , . . .  , k. 
1.18. For an (a~n)-system the suitable 2 '0 path instructions must be of a special 
form. We say that a path instruction p is a (Z~n} path instruction if there is a 
recursive sequence 0, e~, . . .  such that whenever u has level n and S(u, l) then 
an p(u,  l) = ~pen(U, l). 
1.19. In Proposition 2 of [2] we have established the following theorem (with a 
small change as mentioned in 1.16). 
Theorem L. Let o: be a limit ordinal and let ( oln } be as described above. Then for 
each (~n)  path instruction in a (oln)-system there is a correct A ° labelling having 
an r.e. adherent point. 
Construction of recursive structures 
In each of our constructions, we shall begin with a fixed recursive structure 92 
with infinite domain A = {a0, al,...}. (All our results are immediate if A is 
finite, so we make no further mention of this possibility.) We choose another 
fixed infinite recursive set B = {b0, b l , . . .}  and proceed to construct another 
recursive structure ~ whose domain is B. 
1.2,0. To ensure that ~ is recursive, we make the open diagram of ~ r.e., and so 
recursive. If we fix a recursive enumeration (~,~ } of all atomic formulae of the 
augmented language L(B),  then each structure ~ on the domain B corresponds 
to a point of 2 N, with recursive structures corresponding to r.e. (equivalently, 
recursive) points. When B(X)  is as described in 1.12, each o • B(X)  corresponds 
to a finite set of sentences each of the form ~n or -Wn. 
1.21. We define P to be the set of all finite partial functions from B to A. 
Elements of P are used to ensure the existence of an isomorphism from ~ to 92. 
For each f • P, we define F(f)  to be the set of all structures ~ with domain B for 
which there is an isomorphism from ~ to 92 which extends f. We construe F(f)  as 
a subset of 2 ~, in which case, since each t~ • B(X)  involves only finitely many 
elements of B, the relation F(f)  N a :~ ~ is r.e. on P x B(X).  
1.22. For each ordinal a~ we define the relation <~ on P by letting f <~ g if 
dom(f) _~dom(g) and g of -1 preserves H~ formulae. Otherwise expressed, if 
ran(f) = a and f - l (a )= b, then f <]~ g iff g(b) is defined, say g(b)= a', and 
a ~r  a~. ~, 
The connection between the back-and-forth relations <~ and the nested injury 
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method then appears in the following, which is stated as Lemma 4 of [2] and 
whose proof is virtually identical to that of Lemma 7 of [1]. 
Lemma 2. / f  7k > ' "  ">71>)'o~>1, fk<l~,k "'" <1~,2f1<]~,1.~, 
F(fo) O tr ~ ~, then there exists h ~--fk for which F(h ) f3 tr =/= (J 
i=0 ,  1 , . . .  ,k.  
cr c B(X) and 
and fi <It, h for 
2. A~-categoricity 
Definition. A 27 ° Scott family for the recursive structure 92 is a .So set of GOdel 
numbers for recursive infinitary 27~ formulae dpn(x,y) together with a finite 
sequence p from A, with the following properties. 
(a) For each a c A, there exists n such that 92 ~ tp,[p, a] .  
(b) For each n and each a, boA,  if 92~n[p ,a ]  and 92~, [p ,  b] then 
(92, a)---- (92, b). 
We need to make the following observations. 
(1) Using a back-and-forth argument, we may replace (b) by the apparently 
weaker condition; 
(b') For each n, m and each a, b, dcA ,  if 92~tpn[p, a], 92~n[p ,b]  and 
92 ~ tpn [p, b, at] then there exists c c A for which 92 ~ tPm[p, a, C]. 
(2) Using the definitions, we may also now replace (b') by: 
(b") For each n and each a, b c A, if 92 ~ ~n[P, a] and 92 ~ tp,,[p, b] then a>-~b. 
(3) If 92 has a zo  Scott family and if ~ is a recursive structure for which ~ = 92, 
then the same formulae with suitable parameters will form a Z ° Scott family for 
and we may perform a A ° back-and-forth argument, using the comment of 
1.10, to obtain a A ° isomorphism from ~ to 92. Thus, without any reservations, a 
recursive structure having a Z°~ Scott family is A°-categorical. 
Conditions for A°-categoricity were established by Goncharov in [5], where the 
following is shown. 
Theorem 1. Let 92 be a recursive structure having no .S O Scott family. Then under 
the following further condition, 92 is not A°-categorical. 
(A)  There is a uniform procedure for determining, given a cA  and a 
quanufier-free formula dp, whether 92 ~ Vx 3y cp(x, y, a). 
Our results are obtained by generalizing a simpler version of this proof in which 
we also assume that for each a c A we can effectively find a sequence c which is 
not determined to within automorphism over a by any existential formula with a 
as parameters. Accordingly, we now define the operations C~, analogous to the 
cl~ defined in [2]. 
Dellnition. For a c A, 2 ~< tr, we let C~(a) denote the set of sequences c c A for 
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which there exists b e A and fl < a~ such that 
a, c, b<-t3a, c', b; ::> a, c~a,  c'. 
Now, for the rest of this section, we proceed to prove the following. 
Theorem 2. Let 2 <~ ot < o) cK and let 92 be a recursive structure having no ~o Scott 
family. Then, under the following further conditions, 92 is not A°-categorical. 
(A) The existential diagram of 92 is recursive. 
(B) The relations <~ for y < oc are r.e., uniformly in y. 
(C) The relation c ~ C~(p) is r.e. 
(D) The relation ~ is r.e. 
We shall treat separately the cases where a~ is or is not a successor ordinal, 
although the proofs are entirely similar in spirit. The 'action' which takes place in 
our constructions, through the mechanism of an c~-system, depends essentially on 
the following. 
Lemma 3. Let f, peP ,  p, ceA ,  c~C~(p) ,  l~<f l<a and F ( f )No~O and 
suppose that # of-~ is defined on p and on c. Then there exists g e P for which 
g-X(p) =f - l (p ) ,  f <~ag, F(g)f3 a=/:O and either lzog -1 or its inverse does not 
preserve ~,  formulae. 
ProoL For 
which p, c, 
c', b' such 
fl > 1, let ran(f) =p,  c, b. Then, since c ~ C~(p), there exist c', b' for 
b <~tJP, c', b' while p, c ~,~p, c'. So there exists h with ran(h)=p,  
that f <1 8 h but p, c ~,~ (h ,f-1)(p, c). But (h of-1)(p, c) = (ho/~-1) o
(?t of-1)(p, c) and so either h ° #-1 or/~ of-1 does not preserve/'/~ formulae. We 
may take g to be f or h accordingly. Since fl > 1 and ran(h)=p,  c, b' we have 
h <~xf and so f (h )  fq tr ~ O. 
Only in the case where te = 2 do we need to consider the ease where fl = 1, and 
we may then use the same argument except hat f is first extended to include in its 
domain all elements of B appearing in o. 
The following lemma shows that, in our proof of Theorem 2, we may assume 
that for each p there exists c ~ C~(p). 
Lemma 4. Under conditions (A) and (B) of Theorem 2 (and (C) for ol = 2), if 
there exists p e A such that, for all c, c e C,,(p), then 92 has a ~o Scott family. 
Proof. For each c e A, since c • C,,(p) there exists b e A and fl < a~ such that p, 
b' c, b ~<t3P, c', implies p, c>~p,  c'. Such fl and b may be found from c by a A ° 
process or, using assumption (C), a A ° process, and using assumptions (A) and 
(B) a corresponding H a formula ~g,c,b, as in Lemma 1, can be found recursively. 
Since a~ I> 2, the formulae :lz ~g,c,b(P, X, Z) form a Z°~ Scott family. 
We may now proceed to prove Theorem 2. 
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The case where o: = fl + 1 
As noted in 1.3, we may index the 27 ° partial functions as ~e) such that the set 
of all triples (e, m, k) for which Ire(m)= k is enumerated by a total A ° function. 
Accordingly, we define T to be the tree of all finite sequences of ordered triples 
which, for each e, m, contain at most one entry (e, m, k). The nodes of level n 
are sequences ((eo, m0, k0), • • •, (e,,_l, m,_ l ,  k,_l)) and so T has only the empty 
Sequence at level 0 and, by our conventions, a root distinct from this. 
The enumeration of the values of the #~ will then correspond to a A ° path in T. 
We wish to construct a recursive structure ~ and simultaneously a A ° labelling of 
this path which will both ensure that ~ ~ 92 and also provide witnesses to the fact 
that no such isomorphism is A °. The sequence of labels which we eventually 
obtain will be analogous to the steps of a finite injury priority argument in which 
a requirement is only met when sufficient information becomes available. 
We thus define the relation S(u, 1) to hold for a node u of level n if u is a 
sequence of the form (f0, co, f l, C l , . . .  ,f~, c~) for which )~f~ c_..-~_f~ are 
elements of P, for each e<~n, a, e ran(f,), b~ e dom(f~) and c~ ¢ C~(ran(f,)) and 
for each e < n, c~ e ran(f~+0. We define L to consist of all sequences of this form. 
If l e L and l = (fo, Co,. • •, f,,  c,,), we define F(I) to be F(f ,) .  If also m e L and 
m = (go, do, • • •, g,, dr), then for y < tr we define l <]~, m if f~ <~ g~. 
The critical matter is the definition of the relation N(u, 1, v, m) to correspond 
to a correct finite injury priority construction. Suppose that u is a node of T, v is 
a successor node of u, that S(u, l) holds and that l = (f0, Co , . . . ,  f~, cn). We think 
of each node u of T as supplying information (correctly or not) about the/ze. So 
we refer to the corresponding finite partial functions as /z~ "). We say that 
,, (u) o¢-- I requirement e is satisfied at u by I if either/z~ ) is not one-one or if ~,~ j e+~ or its 
inverse does not preserve Z°~ formulae. So now we define N(u, l, v, m) to hold if 
m = (fo, Co, . . . ,  f~, c,, f'+l, c '+1, . . . ,  f'+l, c'~+1) 
for some e <-n, where S(v, m), fn <~t~f',,+l and for each requirement i < e not 
satisfied at u by l, e.i"~')°r-lji+l is not defined on ran~),  ci, and where, in the case 
when e < n, requirement e was not satisfied at u by l but is satisfied at v by m. 
We now claim that the system (T, L, S, N, F, <~y)r<~ satisfies the conditions 
for an a~-system. That L and S are r.e. follows from assumption (C) and N is r.e. 
using assumption (D). The relation F(I) O tr 4; fJ and the relations <~r are r.e. by 
assumption (B). Conditions (1) to (6) of 1.15 are straightforward, which leaves 
the all-important condition (7). 
First we show, for each u e T, l e L, tre B(X) and each successor v of u in T, 
that if F(I)O t r~ then there exists m eL  for which F (m)n  tr~t~ and 
N(u, l, v, m). If 1 = (f0, Co,. • •, f,,, ¢,,) and if, for each e < n not satisfied at u by 
o,(V) o¢ -1  , , l, ~, ~ e+l is not defined on ran(fe) and c,, then we need only find f~,+l and c,,÷1 
for which m =(fo, Co,...  , f , ,  c , , f '+l ,  c '+~)eL and F ( f '+ l )  N tr~eg. Otherwise, 
we may take the least e < n not satisfied at u by I for which/z~ v)of~-+~ is defined on 
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ran(f~), c~. Then by Lemma 3, taking p to be ran(f,) and f to be f,, there exists 
g _Df~ for which fn <~t3 g, F(g) n o :/: 0 and either #~)og-~ or its inverse does not 
preserve Z ° formulae. We may then choose f~+a, c ,+t , . . . ,  f,+~, c,+~ in turn so 
that fe+X :D g and 
m = (fo, Co , . . . ,  f~, c~, f'+x c '+1, . . . ,  f~+l, On+l) 6 L. 
For the full form of (7), we must also suppose that l = lk <~,k'''<3~2 ll <~1 10 
and that F(lo) O o ~: fJ where tr > Yk >" " " > )'1 > 70 I> 1 and ensure also that each 
li<~eim. Letting gi be the last function of the sequence li, we have 
f, <l~kgk-x <1~_~" •• <1~2g ~ <lr~go and F(go) n tr #: ~. So by Lemma 2 we may find 
h _~f,, such that g~ <~,i h and F(h)n  a #:¢. Now (for some suitable d) we may 
apply the previous argument not to 1 but to the new label 
(fo, Co , . . . ,  fn-1, C,,-1, h, d) on u. 
Thus this system is an it-system and we may apply Theorem S for the Z '° path 
instruction p(u, l) which, independently of 1, adds the next correct value of the 
Z-'°~ partial functions. There is therefore a correct labelling, 1o, l~ , . . . ,  of the path 
Uo, U l , . . .  which corresponds to the za ° enumeration of the /t,, having an r.e. 
adherent point ~.  
Putting l, = (f(0 n), c~ '°, . . . ,  f(n), C~,0) ' we may define f~ to be the ultimate value 
of the ~") and c~ that of the e! '°. By the usual steps for a finite injury argument, 
these ultimate values exist, 3% c f~ c .  • • and f = U~ f//is an isomorphism from ~ to 
~[. 
We see further, proceeding by induction on e, that if/z, is total then there is a 
node u,, at which the f /and e/for i < e have reached their ultimate values and 
/t ('")o¢-a ran(f,), e,. Then requirement e is satisfied at un+a by In+ 1 , j ,+1 is defined on 
and is never afterwards injured. Hence/~, of~-+~ 1 or its inverse does not preserve 
~.o formulae. Thus, since f~+l extends to an isomorphism from ~ to 21,/~, does 
not. Hence, no/~, is an isomorphism, which shows that 9/is not A°-categorical. 
The case where te is a limit ordinal 
We may first use the notation a e ¢7 for o~ corresponding to condition (B) to find 
an r.e. sequence (a,)  of notations for an increasing sequence (o~,) of successor 
ordinals having limit tr. 
Now we may find a list (#,)  of the 2-'°~ partial functions and a A ° list 
(e,, m,,  k,) as in 1.3 of all triples (e, m,: k) for which #,(m) = k such that, for 
some recursive function g, g(n) is a A ° ~. index for (e., m,,  k,). 
Accordingly, we define T, L, S, F and the <]~, exactly as in the previous case. 
Putting a~, = ft, + 1, the definition of N is modified by replacing the condition 
"fn <1~£+X" by "fn <~fl.f'+l". 
Now we may use Lemmas 3 and 4 to prove, in just the same way as for the 
previous case, that (T, L, S, N, F, <]r)r<~ is an ( u, )-system. 
There is thus; by Theorem L, an r.e. adherent point ~ of a correct labelling of 
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the path in T which correctly enumerates the ~vo functions (in the particular way 
~o we have described, corresponding to the definition of a (~. )  path instruction). 
Just as previously, this labelling gives rise to an isomorphism from ~ to 9.I and 
shows that no A ° function is an isomorphism. 
3. Related notions 
A~ the union of the classes A~ for fl < re. For a limit ordinal tr, we denote by ^o 
Thus we define 9.1 to be :t°-categorical if for each recursive ~ = 9.I there is an 
isomorphism which is A~ for some fl < o:. Since fl may depend on ~ this appears 
to be weaker than the statement that is A~-categorical for some fl < or. However 
our next result shows why the two statements often coincide. 
Theorem 3. Let o¢ < to cK be a limit ordinal and let 9.1 be a recursive structure 
which for each fl < tr has no ~o# Scott family. Then under the following conditions, 
9.1 is not :t°-categorical. 
(A) The existential diagram of ~ is recursive. 
(B) The relations <<-~ for y < oL are r.e. uniformly in y. 
(C) The relations c ~ Cy(p) for ~, < tr are r.e. uniformly in y. 
(D) The relation #~, is r.e. 
(The same notation a • ¢Y for tr is assumed to be used in both (B) and (C).) 
Proof. Let a recursive sequence ao < ao < al <o" • • <o a be chosen where, letting 
~.  - l a . I ,  we have supn tr~ = tr and each tr, is a successor ordinal, say tr, =/~, + 1. 
We may list the tota l /~o functions as (#e) in such a way that from each e we 
can recursively find a A ° index for #e. Because of the conditions on an Oge 
(tr , ) -system, we shall need in the desired labelling to meet the requirements for 
#~ immediately at the (e + 1)-th level of the tree. So we consider the tree T whose 
nodes of level n are all the sequences u = (#~") , . . . ,  ~"_)1) for which each #(/') is a 
finite partial function. Again, T also has a root distinct from the empty sequence. 
We define S(u, l) to hold for u of level n if l = (f, c, g) where f, g e P, 
fc_g, ao , . . . ,  a, •ran( f ) ,  bo , . . . ,  b,, e dom(f),  e~ C~ n (ran(f)) and c e ran(g). 
We let L be the set of all such I. For l = (f, c, g), we define F(l) to be F(g). If 
also m = (f ' ,  c',  g ' ) ,  we define l <3:, m if g <3:, g'. 
Now, to define N, suppose that S(u, l) and that v is a successor of u in T. Let 
u = (#~") , . . . ,  #~"-)1), l = (f, c, g) and m = (f ' ,  c', g').  We define N(u, l, v, m) to 
hold provided S(v, m) and, either #(,,)og-1 is not defined on ran(f)  and c and 
g~f ' ,  or, f~f ' ,  g'<l/jnf' and /.t~")of '-1 or its inverse does not preserve ~S, 
formulae. 
We claim that the system (T, L, S, N, F, <1:,):,<, is an (tr , ) -system. The 
conditions are straightforward except for (7). Suppose then that u is a node of 
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level n, 
Oln > ~k >"  " " > Y1 > YO ~ 1, l = lk <~'k " " " <~'2 I1 <~'1 Io, 
S(u, l), F( lo)A o:/:O and that v is a successor of u. Let lk = (fk, Ck, gk). Then 
gk <]~" " " <]~2gl <]~,go and f (go)N o:/:0, so applying Lemma 2 there exists 
h _D gk for which F(h) f4 o :/: 0 and gi <~,, h for i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  k. We must show that 
there exists m = (f', c, g') satisfying the conditions of (7). In the case where 
#~O)og; 1 is not defined on ran(fk), Ck, we need only take f '  ~h  and choose 
appropriate c', and g'. (Such a c' always exists by Lemma 4.) In the case where 
#~°)ogk~ is defined on ran0Ck), Ck then so is #(,,~)oh and a suitable f '  exists by 
Lemma 3 for which h <]a.f' (since a function not preserving 2"~. formulae does 
not preserve 2"~ formulae). Again, we may then choose appropriate c' and g'. 
Now we apply Theorem L to this system for the (Z'~.) path instruction p such 
that, if u = (#(0"),..., #(~)  and l=  (f, c, g) then p(u,  l) = (#&"),. . . ,  #~o)) where 
#(,,~) is the subfunction of (the correct) #~ whose domain is g-~(ran(f), c). By 
Theorem L there is a correct labelling of p consisting of, say, Uo, u~, . . ,  and 
l o l l , . . ,  which has an r.e. adherent point ~. If l~ = ~,  ci, gi), then from the 
definition of N we have fo ~-fl c -  • • and from the definitions of N and p, for each 
i either tzi°fi-+ll or  its inverse does not preserve ,~  formulae. So f = t~.Jf~ is an 
isomorphism from ~ to 92, while no #i can be. Hence, 92 is not A°-categorical. 
Corollary. Under the conditions of Theorems 2 and 3 a recursive structure is A ° 
categorical iff it is A°~-categorical for some fl < o:. 
A similar generalization is to define a recursive structure to be Hyp-categorical 
if for every recursive ~ ~ 92 there is a hyperarithmetical isomorphism from ~ to 
92. 
Our o~-systems do not seem to apply directly to this situation, but they can be 
used in conjunction with the Barwise Compactness Theorem. 
Theorem 4. A recursive structure 92 is Hyp-categorical iff 92 is A°-categorical for  
some ix < a~ cl K 
Proof. Suppose that, for each a: < wcK, 92 is not A°-categorical. We may use a 
language for structures of the form (92, ~,  f, (a ) , ,~ ,  (b)b~8) and define for each 
tr < to~ cK an infinitary sentence ¢~ whose models are those structures of this form 
in which 92 is as given, ~ is a recursive structure with domain B, f is an 
isomorphism from ~ to 92 and each A ° function is not an isomorphism from ~ to 
92. We may check that, if ~t is an admissible fragment whose ordinal is to~ c~, then 
each ¢,, e ~t, each {¢~ :fl < a:} has a model and so by the Barwise Compactness 
Theorem [7], {cp,," a~ < to~ cK} has a model, showing that 92 is not Hyp-categorical. 
Corollary. Suppose that, for  arbitrary large ct < to cK, a recursive structure 92 has 
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an isomorphic recursive copy satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. Then 92 is 
Hyp-categorical i f  and only if, for  some o: < to cK, 92 has a Z°~ Scott family. 
4. Examples 
Example 1. A rigid structure is A°-categorical iff it is A°-stable. The notion of 
A°-stability is discussed in [2] and for each of the examples of structures (m, <), 
tr, <, S), (a~, S, L), (ct, +), (a~, +, -) considered there, 'A°-stable ' can be 
replaced by 'A°-categorical '. 
Example 2. We consider only 'superatomic' Boolean algebras, that is, those 
having no atomless subalgebras. These are exactly the Boolean algebras B(a 0 
which, for some ordinal a~, are generated by a well-ordered chain of order type tr. 
Our convention is that tr > 0 and that the least element of the chain is the 0 of 
B(te). There exists a recursive Boolean algebra isomorphic to B(a~) if and only if 
a~ < toCK. Using the fact that B(o: + fl) ~- B(o 0 ~9 B(f l )  ~ B(f l  + tr) for ordinals a~, 
fl, we see that each such Boolean algebra is uniquely of the form B(to ~- m) 
where a~ < toCK and 1 ~< m < to. We may also see that B(to'* • m) ~ B(to a. n) = 
B(to r- k) where y = max(a~, fl) and k =m,  n or m + n according to whether 
/~<~, ~<flor ~=/~. 
For Boolean algebras B and B'  and for y ~> 1 we define B ~<~, B'  if every 
sentence true in B is true in B'. For b e B we may consider the atoms of the 
subalgebra of B generated by b, which determine a direct decomposition 
B ~ B1 • BE ~"  " • ~ B,. Then if c e B generate an isomorphic subalgebra in the 
same way as b and give the corresponding decomposition B -= B~ ~) B~ ~.  • • 
B', we may show that b ~<~, c iff each Bi ~< ~, B~. 
We use (tr, m) to denote the Boolean algebra B(to ~. m) where 1 ~< m < to. Let 
6 be a limit ordinal or 0 and let k < to. One may then show the following. 
Lemma 5. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(a) (a~, m)~<6÷2k+l(fl, n) i f foneof :  
ol = fl < 6 + k and m = n, 
0~ = fl = 6 + k and m >~ n, 
a~>6+k+l  and fl ~ 6 + k. 
(b) (tr, m)<~6+2k(fl, n) iff either of: 
t~ = fl < 6 + k and m = n, 
oc, b>~6+k.  
Thus, for each a~ < to1 cK, by taking a sufficiently recursive ordering of type ~, 
we can construct a recursive Boolean algebra B of type (tr, m) in which all the 
desired ~<~, are uniformly recursive. All the conditions of Theorems 2 and 3 are 
similarly satisfied, using Lemma 5, so to find for which 7' the Boolean algebra B is 
A°-categorical, we need, only use Lemma 5 and the foregoing remarks to find 
whether there exist p such that every b e B is in Cy(p). 
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Thus, if 6 is a limit ordinal or zero and k < ~o, Theorems 2 and 3 give the 
following: 
0 Theorem 5, (a) For k >>-1, B(~o 6+k. m) is A°+2k-categorical nd not A6+2k_l- 
categorical. 
(b) For 6 ~ O, B(o9 ~. m) is A°-categorical nd not A°-categorical. 
Example 3. One can show, by the Barwise Compactness Theorem, that there is a 
recursive linear ordering 92 of order type ~0CK(1 + 7/). From the results of [2], for 
each o~ < co cI~ there exists fl < ~o cK, such that (fl, <) is not A°-categorical. It 
follows that, for each a~ < ~o cK, 92 is not A°-categorical and hence, by Theorem 4, 
that 92 is not Hyp-categorical. 
For the Boolean algebra B(~oCX(1 + r/)), a further application of the Barwise 
Compactness Theorem, using Theorem 5, yields two recursive Boolean algebras 
which, for each a~ < ~o cK, are not A ° isomorphic but whose quotients modulo 
their a, th ideals of atoms are atomistic. A back-and-forth argument hen shows 
that B(o~CX(1 + r/)) is not Hyp-categorical. 
5. Conclusion 
The example of [6] suggests most strongly that with no assumptions the results 
of Theorems 2 and 3 are false. Nevertheless, examples are lacking (for each c~ 
with 2 ~< a~ < ~o K) of a recursive structure which is A°-categorical but has no X°~ 
Scott family and (for each limit ordinal a~ < ~o cx) of a recursive structure which is 
z~°-categorical but which, for each /~ < a~, has no X~ Scott family. Similar 
questions arise from the results in [2] concerning A°-stability, so that examples 
which are rigid will be doubly useful. 
In more general terms, for each Hyp-categorical recursive structure 92, we may 
define V(92) to be the least y for which 9.1 is A°-categorical and p(92) to be the 
least p for which 92 has a ~v Scott family. Then we have y(92) <~ p(92) ~< to cx and 
we may ask which pairs y, p are possible. 
We may well also wish to consider the purely classical ordinal 0(92) defined to 
be at least o for which 92 has a Scott family of 2~,, formulae, without reference to 
recursiveness of the formulae or of the set of G6del numbers. We know only that 
o(gA)<-~p(92) and, by calculations similar to those for 3.7 of [2], that if 
0(92) = 6 + n, then p(92) ~< 6 + 2n + 2. 
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